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Andreev reflection effect on spin-polarized transport in ferromagnetÕsuperconductorÕferromagnet
double tunnel junctions
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National Laboratory of Solid State Microstructures and Department of Physics, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, China

~Received 27 March 2000!

We take the Andreev reflection into account and apply a quantum-mechanical approach to studying spin-
polarized transport in a ferromagnet/superconductor/ferromagnet double tunnel junction and its effect on su-
perconductivity in the superconductor. It is found that in the presence of the Andreev reflection the tunneling
magnetoresistance in the double tunnel junction depends strongly on barrier strength. In the antiferromagnetic
alignment of the magnetizations, an increase in bias voltage will give rise to a first-order transition from the
superconducting state to a normal one.
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Spin-polarized transport has received considerable th
retical and experimental attention in recent years.1 A most
noticeable effect is the large tunneling magnetoresista
~TMR! observed in a magnetic tunnel junction composed
two ferromagnetic metal~FM! films separated by an insula
ing barrier film.2,3 The tunnel resistance is maximal when t
magnetizations of two FMs are antiparallel to each oth
while it is minimal when the magnetizations are aligned in
magnetic field, resulting in a large TMR in the FM/FM tun
nel junction.3,4 Recently, the study of the TMR has bee
extended to FM/normal metal~NM!/FM double tunnel
junctions.5,6

In reality, the first measurement on the spin polarizat
of the current was made in FM/superconductor~FM/SC! tun-
nel junctions.7 Since the Cooper pairs in spin singlet sup
conductors are formed between up and down spins, the s
polarized current tunneling from the FM into the SC induc
a spin imbalance and so gives rise to a suppression of
superconductivity in SC. In a FM/SC/FM double tunn
junction,8 there is a strong competition between superc
ductivity and magnetism induced by the spin polarization
SC. Very recently, Takahashi, Imamura, and Maekawa9 have
studied the spin-imbalance and TMR in FM/SC/FM doub
tunnel junctions. They showed that the spin-imbalance in
can strongly suppress the superconductivity and the T
exhibits unusual voltage dependence below the super
ducting transition temperatureTc . Their calculation for the
tunneling current is based on a phenomenological mode
which Andreev reflection10 is not considered. For high bar
rier strength, the Andreev reflection has little contribution
the tunneling current. With decreasing barrier strength, h
ever, the Andreev reflection becomes more and more im
tant. The Andreev reflection can be regarded as a conver
of normal current to supercurrent at a NM/SC interface.11 As
a spin-up electron is injected from a NM into a SC throu
the interface between them, it must be a member of a p
The other electron with spin down required for the formati
of the pair is obtained from the NM, thus leaving behind
hole at the interface. The reflected hole has the same en
and quasimomentum as the incident electron, but the velo
changes sign and so the hole propagates away from th
terface. Such a hole is the absence of a spin-down elec
corresponding to a spin-up elementary excitation ‘‘hole.’’

In this work we extend the quantum-mechanical appro
of Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk12 for NM/SC tunnel
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junctions to the FM/SC ones and recalculate the sp
imbalance and TMR in the FM/SC/FM double tunnel jun
tions. This approach has been used to study the TMR
FM/FM ~Ref. 13! and FM/NM/FM ~Ref. 5! tunnel junctions.
Since the Andreev reflection is considered fully, the pres
approach is very suitable to a barrier of arbitrary strength
the FM/SC interface. It is shown that the barrier strength
a great influence on the TMR, while its effect on the sp
imbalance as well as superconductivity in the SC is relativ
smaller. Besides, we find that with increasing the spin imb
ance, the energy-gap parameter decreases and has a s
drop from the superconducting to normal state at a criti
bias voltage, exhibiting first-order transition behavior.

Let us consider a FM/SC/FM double tunnel junction. T
left and right electrodes are made of the same FM; they
separated from the central SC electrode by two thin insu
ing layers, respectively. The layers are assumed to be thex-y
plane and to be stacked along thez direction. The scattering
Hamiltonian of two thin insulating layers is described by tw
d-type potentials,12 yielding

HI5U0@d~z2a/2!1d~z1a/2!#, ~1!

wherea is the thickness of the SC layer andU0 depends on
the product of the barrier height and width. In this worka is
considered to be long enough so that the electrons tunne
into the SC satisfy the Fermi distribution. At the same tim
it is shorter than the spin relaxation length so that the s
flip can be negligible in the SC layer.9

In the spin-polarized free-electron approximation, t
electron Hamiltonian in the FMs is given by

HFM52
\2

2m

]2

]r2
2h~z!•s, ~2!

where the first term on the right-hand side is the kine
energy, and the second one is the internal exchange en
with h(z) the molecular field ands the conventional Paul
spin operator. In the ferromagnetic~F! alignment of magne-
tizations of the two FM electrodes,h(z,2a/2)5h(z
.a/2); while in the antiferromagnetic~A! alignment,h(z
<a/2)52h(z.a/2), where the magnitude ofh is equal to
G/2 with G the difference between the bottoms of th
14 326 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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spin-up and spin-down energy subbands. The one-elec
energies relative to the chemical potentialEF are given by
Ek↑5\2k↑

2/2m2EF and Ek↓5\2k↓
2/2m1G2EF , respec-

tively, for the majority and minority spin directions~spin
parallel and antiparallel to the local magnetization!.

The bias voltages2V/2 andV/2 are applied to the lef
and right electrodes, respectively. In theF alignment, the
number of the spin-up~spin-down! electrons tunneling into
the SC through the left FM/SC junction is equal to that of t
spin-up ~spin-down! electrons tunneling out of the SC
through the right SC/FM junction, so that there is no no
equilibrium spin density in the SC. In theA alignment, how-
ever, the situation is quite different. The difference in nu
ber between spin-up~spin-down! electrons tunneling into
and out of the SC induces accumulation of electrons w
one spin and deficiency with the other spin. Owing to t
spin-polarized tunneling, the chemical potentials of t
spin-up and spin-down quasiparticles are shifted bydm op-
positely from that in the equilibrium state. The electr
Hamiltonian in SC is written as

HSC5(
ks

ekcks
† cks1(

k
dm~ck↑

† ck↑2ck↓
† ck↓!

2
g

2 (
kk8s

ck8s
† c

2k8s̄
†

cks̄c2ks , ~3!

whereek5\2k2/2m2EF is the one-electron energy relativ
to EF . In the last term on the right-hand side,g is the inter-
action potential between electrons, and the sums over
menta run only over the intervals in which2\vD,ek ,ek8
,\vD with vD the Debye frequency, By the Bogoliubo
transformation:gks5ukcks2hsvkc2ks̄

† , wheres̄ is the spin
opposite tos, hs51 for s5↑, and hs521 for s5↓,
Hamiltonian~3! can be diagonalized as

HSC5(
k

Ek↑gk↑
† gk↑1(

k
Ek↓gk↓

† gk↓ , ~4!

with

Eks5jk1hsdm. ~5!

Here jk5Aek
21D2 is the excitation energy withD the gap

parameter, and

uk
25

1

2
~11ek /jk!,

vk
25

1

2
~12ek /jk!. ~6!

The gap parameter is determined by the self-consistent e
tion

D5g(
k

ukvk~12^gk↑
† gk↑&2^gk↓

† gk↓&!. ~7!

Substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~7!, one gets
on

-

-

h
e
e

o-

a-

lnS D0

D D5E
0

\v
Ddek

jk
S 1

11exp@b~jk1dm!#

1
1

11exp@b~jk2dm!# D . ~8!

HereD0 is the zero-temperature energy gap in the absenc
spin density (dm50), andb51/kBT is the inverse tempera
ture. A derivation of Eq.~8! will be given in Appendix A.

From Eq.~8!, D is obtained as a function ofdm for sev-
eral temperatures belowTc , as shown in Fig. 1. At zero
temperature,D5D0 remains unchanged fordm,D0, inde-
pendent of increasingdm. As dm is increased toD0 , D
suddenly drops to zero and the superconductivity vanis
due to the presence of nonequilibrium spin density. At fin
temperatures,D decreases monotonously with increasi
dm, but still has a sudden drop from a finite value to ze
Such a drop inD occurring at a threshold ofdm shows that
there is a first-order phase transition from the supercond
ing state to the normal state. The drop inD is maximal at
T50 and decreases with increasing temperature.
kBT/D0>0.4, the drop ofD has been very small and cann
be distinguished in Fig. 1. However, it is not equal to ze
until T5Tc . Figure 2 shows the phase diagram in thedm-T
plane, indicating superconducting and normal regions,
the critical linedmc(T) or Tc(dm) between them. This line
stands for the first-order transition discussed above and
minates atTc in a second-order critical point. This phas
diagram is somewhat similar to that in theH-T plane where
H is the applied magnetic field. It can be understood by
fact that a nonequilibrium spin density may induce an int
nal magnetic field. We wish to point out here that the a
scissa of Fig. 1 isdm rather than the applied bias voltageV.
For the normal state, a simple relation in theA alignment
was used thatdm5 1

2 PeV with P the spin polarization.6,9 In
the superconducting state, the relation betweendm andeV is
much more complicated, depending not only on tempera
but also on barrier strength.

In what follows we study tunneling conductance in t
FM/SC/FM double junction, and its effect on the superco

FIG. 1. Energy-gap parameterD of the SC as a function ofdm
~solid lines! in the A alignment for kBT/D0

50, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 in order from upper to lower. T
dotted line stands for a sudden drop inD.
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ductivity in the SC. As one considers a spin-up electron
cident on the interface from the left FM with energyE, there
will be two sets of reflected quasiparticle waves in the l
FM: normal reflection as an electron with spin up and A
dreev reflection as a hole with spin up. The wave function
the left FM is given by

CFM~z!5eiqe↑zS 1

0D 1a↑eiqh↑zS 0

1D 1b↑e2 iqe↑zS 1

0D . ~9!

Here the first term on the right-hand side is the incid
wave, the second one is the Andreev reflection, and the t
one is the normal reflection.\qe↑5A2m(EF1E) is the mo-
mentum of the spin-up electron with energyE, and \qh↑
5A2m(EF2E2G) is the momentum of the spin-up hole
corresponding to that of the spin-down electron. Owing
the asymmetry of the spin-up and spin-down subbands in
FM, the magnitude ofqe↑ is always not equal to that ofqh↑
while they are identical to each other in a nonmagnetic m
whereG50. In the SC, the transmitted wave, including ele
tronlike and holelike parts, is given by

CSC~z!5c↑eike↑zS uk

vk
D 1d↑e2 ikh↑zS vk

uk
D , ~10!

where \ke↑5A2m@EF1A(E2dm)22D2# and \kh↑
5A2m@EF2A(E1dm)22D2#. Since each ofE, dm, and
D is much smaller thanEF , ke↑ and kh↑ can be approxi-
mately replaced by the Fermi wave vectorkF . Applying
matching conditions of the wave functions,

CSC~z52a/2!5CFM~z52a/2!,

S ]CSC

]z D
z52a/2

5S ]CFM

]z D
z52a/2

1
2mU

\2
CFM~z52a/2!,

~11!

we obtain the Andreev and normal reflection amplitudes

FIG. 2. Curve of the criticaldm as a function of temperature. I
indicates a first-order transition from the superconducting to nor
state and culminates atTc in a second-order critical point fordm
50.
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a↑54qe↑kFukvk /D,

b↑52112@qe↑kF1~qe↑qh↑22iZqe↑kF!~uk
22vk

2!#/D,
~12!

where

D5@~114Z2!kF
222iZ~qe↑2qh↑!kF1qe↑qh↑#~uk

22vk
2!

1~qe↑1qh↑!kF ,

andZ5U0 /\vF with vF the Fermi velocity. The dimension
less parameterZ is introduced to describe barrier strength12

The transmission ratio is given byT↑↑(E)512ub↑(E)u2 and
T↓↑(E)5ua↑(E)u2qh↑ /qe↑ , from which the tunneling curren
for spin-up electrons incident on the FM/SC interface can
obtained.

The total current passing through the left FM/SC tunn
junction is the sum of the spin-up and spin-down curren
I 15I 1↑1I 1↓ . DefineNs(0) as the density of states atEF for
the spin-s electrons in the left FM,vFs the corresponding
Fermi velocity, andA an effective-neck cross-section are
The tunneling current is given by

I 15N↑~0!evF↑AE
2`

`

dE@T↑↑~E!1T↑↓~E!#@ f ~E2eV/2!

2 f ~E2dm!#1N↓~0!evF↓AE
2`

`

dE@T↓↓~E!1T↓↑~E!#

3@ f ~E2eV/2!2 f ~E1dm!#. ~13!

By using the same procedure, the tunneling current pas
through the right SC/FM tunnel junction can be obtaine
Owing to symmetryI 2 must have an expression similar
Eq. ~13!. Since there is no spin-flip scattering in the prese
model, the steady-state current for either spin-up or sp
down electrons should be continuous, i.e.,I 1s5I 2s wheres is
the absolute spin direction. In theF alignment, fromI 1↑
5I 2↑ or I 1↓5I 2↓ , it follows

E
2`

`

dE@T↑↑~E!1T↑↓~E!#@ f ~E2dm!2 f ~E1dm!#50.

~14!

As a result, a conclusion thatdm50 is naturally drawn. In
theA alignment, a majority~minority! spin in the left FM/SC
junction will be regarded as a minority~majority! spin in the
right SC/FM junction, so that the current-continuity cond
tion for each spin channel is given byI 1↑5I 2↓ or I 1↓5I 2↑ ,
yielding

E
2`

`

dE@T↑↑~E!2T↑↓~E!#F f ~E2dm!2
11P

2
f ~E2eV/2!

2
12P

2
f ~E1eV/2!G50, ~15!

where

P5
N↑~0!vF↑2N↓~0!vF↓
N↑~0!vF↑1N↓~0!vF↓

~16!
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is the spin polarization. In the normal state,T↑↑ andT↑↓ have
only weakE dependence in the effective integral range
that they can be regarded as being constant. It then foll
from Eq. ~15! that dm5 1

2 PeV in the normal state. In the
superconducting state, however, this linear relation is v
only in the zero bias-voltage limit; the general relation b
tweeneV and dm must be determined self-consistently b
Eqs. ~8! and ~15!. Figure 3 shows calculated results fordm
vs eV. They not only have a big departure from the line
relationship, but also exhibit strong temperature depende
With lowering temperature, the increase rate ofdm with
voltage becomes greater and greater. Besides, they are f
to depend on the barrier strength.

We now study the TMR effect in the present double tu
neling junction. In either theA or F alignment, the tunneling
current can be calculated by Eq.~13!. The main difference is
thatdm needs to be determined from Eqs.~8! and~15! in the
A alignment, whiledm50 in the F alignment. Besides, in
the A and F alignments,T↑↑1T↑↓ has different energy de
pendence because of the difference in the gap param
Figure 4 shows the voltage dependence of the differen
conductanceGF and GA in the F and A alignments. For
strong barrier strength~largeZ), eitherGF or GA has a high
peak neareV52D0, while it is relatively smaller for low
voltage. This is because asZ is large enough, the Andree
reflection has little contribution todI/dV for eV/2,D0. Fur-
thermore,GA increases with voltage more rapidly thanGF in
the greatest range of voltage, leading to an inverse T
effect (I A.I F whereI 5*0

V@dI/dV#dV). In the metallic limit
of Z50, the contribution of the Andreev reflection mak
GF andGA decrease with voltage, andGF is always greater
thanGA , resulting in a normal TMR (I F.I A). The tunneling
magnetoresistance is calculated by TMR5(I F2I A)/I A with
the same voltage. The calculated result in Fig. 5 indica
that for low voltages, the TMR is always positive and h
relatively weaker dependence onZ, while for eV/2D.0.75,
the TMR depends strongly on barrier strength and shifts r
idly towards lower with increasingZ, making the sign of

FIG. 3. dm as a function of bias voltage in theA alignment for
kBT/D050.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 in order from upper to low
The parameters used areP50.2, Z50 ~solid lines!, and Z510
~dashed lines!. The dash-dotted line stands fordm5

1
2 PeV in the

normal state.
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TMR change from positive to negative. The unusual varian
of TMR with Z can be understood by the fact that the tran
mission coefficient,T↑↑(E)1T↑↓(E), has quite a different
energy dependence forZ50 and largeZ.12 In the metallic
limit of Z50, where the Andreev reflection plays an impo
tant role, the transmission coefficient forE,D is about two
times greater than that forE.D, having a rapid decrease a
soon asE is beyondD, as shown by the dashed line in Fig.
Owing to nonequilibrium spin density,D in the A alignment
is always smaller thanD0 in the F alignment, leading toI F
.I A . With increasing voltage, the increase ofdm enlarges
the difference inD between theF andA alignments, and so
the normal TMR increases with voltage. On the other ha
in the tunneling limit of largeZ, the situation is quite differ-
ent. As shown by the solid line in Fig. 6, the transmissi
coefficient is very small forE,D, exhibits a sharp peak a
E5D, and tends to a constant value forE.D. In this case,
the energy range ofE,D has little contribution to the tun-
neling current. As a result, the tunneling current in theA
alignment, whereD is smaller thanD0 and the sharp peak in

.
FIG. 4. Differential conductance as a function of bias voltage

the F ~solid line! andA ~dashed line! alignments withP50.2 and
kBT50.2D0.

FIG. 5. TMR as a function of bias voltage withP50.2 and
kBT50.2D0. The curve shifts gradually lower withZ2 increasing
from zero at a regular interval of 0.5.
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Fig. 6 will shift toward the left, is greater than that in theF
alignment, leading to an inverse TMR.

Finally, we wish to briefly discuss three-dimensional~3D!
effects because in this paper a one-dimensional~1D! ap-
proach has been approximately applied to a 3D system.
approximation corresponds to only a perpendicular incide
used to replace various possible angles of incidence. If
3D approach is used, we find that the tunneling current
be expressed in the same form as Eq.~13!, but Tss8(E) in it
should be replaced by

T̄ss8~E!5
1

2E0

1

uduRe@Tss8~E,u!#. ~17!

Here Tss8(E,u) has the same expressions as Eq.~12! pro-
vided that qe↑ , qh↑ , and kF are replaced by
Aqe↑

2 2ki
2, Aqh↑

2 2ki
2, and AkF

22ki
2, respectively, withki

5kFu. The 3D formulas have been used to perform num
cal calculations; it is found that there is no significant diffe
ence in calculated results between the 1D and 3D
proaches.

FIG. 6. Energy dependence of the transmission coefficient in
F alignment forZ50 ~dashed line! andZ255 ~solid line! with P
50.2 andkBT50.2D0.
ys
is
e
e
n

i-

p-

In summary we have shown that the Andreev reflect
plays an important role in the tunneling magnetoresista
~TMR! in the FM/SC/FM double tunnel junctions. In theA
alignment of the magnetizations, the spin-polarized tunne
current induces spin imbalance in the SC and so gives ris
a first-order transition at a critical voltage where the sup
conducting gap parameter has a sudden drop from a fi
value to zero. With increasing barrier strength, the TMR n
kBT52D0 changes from positive (I F.I A) to negative (I F
,I A), which is attributed to a different energy dependen
of the transmission coefficient in the metallic and tunneli
limits.

This work was supported by the National Natural Scien
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. „8…

Substituting Eq.~6! into Eq. ~7! and replacing the sum
mation overk by an integral overek , we get

15N~0!gE
0

\vDdek

jk
~12^gk↑

† gk↑&2^gk↓
† gk↓&!, ~A1!

whereN(0) is the density of states atEF in the SC. Since
*0

\vDdek /jk5sinh21(\vD /D).ln(2\vD /D), Eq. ~A1! can be
approximately written as

1

N~0!g
5 lnS 2\vD

D D2E
0

\vDdek

jk
~^gk↑

† gk↑&1^gk↓
† gk↓&!.

~A2!
At zero temperature and in the absence ofdm, ^gk↑

† gk↑&
50 and^gk↓

† gk↓&50, so that Eq.~A2! is reduced to

1

N~0!g
5 lnS 2\vD

D0
D , ~A3!

whereD0 is the zero-temperature energy gap in the abse
of spin density (dm50), as indicated in the text. Then, Eq
~8! can be readily obtained by comparing Eq.~A2! with Eq.
~A3! and taking into account̂ gk↑

† gk↑&51/$11exp@b(jk

1dm)#% and ^gk↓
† gk↓&51/$11exp@b(jk2dm)#%. If taking dm

50 in Eq. ~8!, the formula is found to reduce to~16.27! of
Ref. 14.
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